




Dear Patron of the Arts,                                                                                    Miami, October 2015 
The Senate of the State of Florida proclaimed the month of October as “ItalianHeritage Month” in perepetuity and it is a great satisfaction for us at Cinema Italy that have been celebratingour culture and arts in Miami on Columbus Day and the rest of the month of October for the past 13 years.In this edition we also pay homage to the oldest continuing Film Festival in the world, the Venezia Film Festivalin its 72nd edition, by incorporating the artwork of Andres Enrique Revueltas, winner of this year KeiserUniversity Competition to create the image for our XIII edition in Miami and X in Atlanta.But this journey wouldn't have been possible without our great volunteers and the generosity of our sponsors,most of them having supported us since the very beginning and still doing so today.This year also marks a considerable expansion on our events pre-festival with a cocktail at Neiman Marcus BalHarbour celebrating the best of Italian jewellery, the traditional dinner “Spaghetti e Cinema” with the ItalianAmerican Chamber of Commerce and our series of free screenings.Again this year the fabulous and iconic Hotel Delano will serve as backdrop for our Opening Cocktail at the pooland our Closing Dinner and Award Ceremony where we’ll be serving, among the other dishes, the first whitetruffles of the 2015 season, flown in directly from Italy by Urbani Tartufi. Both events are presented by ITA, theItalian Trade Agency.But most important of all, is you, the audience. Your presence, your feedback, your encouragement has kept usall going forward when the going got tough, in the years that Italian Cinema was less than stellar, in the movefrom Coral Gables to Miami Beach and later with the expansion back to Miami and the Gables. Your presenceand support in the theatre and parties is the fuel that kept Cinema Italy Miami alive and growing.For now I invite you to just sit back, relax and enjoy the best Italian cinema this side of the pond as I hope youwill not hesitate to let me know what you particularly enjoyed and what I can do better to improve your Italianexperience in Miami.You are also invited to visit our website www.cinemaitaly.com and check the calendar of events to participate inas many as you like. If you think we deserve your support, please help us spread the news by inviting yourfriends to participate and sign up in our Mailing List and like us on Facebook.Once again your support is what makes our Festival possible, grazie and buon divertimento.

Claudio Di PersiaPresident and Artistic Director

Dear Patrons of the Arts 
and Italian Culture



Director: Edoardo De AngelisCast: Luca Zingaretti, Marco D’Amore, Simona Tabasco, Massimiliano GalloScreenplay: Edoardo De Angelis, Filippo GravinoDirector of Photography: Ferran Paredes Rubio Producer: Attilio De Razza, PierpaoloVerga Editor: Chiara Griziotti Year: 2014 Duration: 1:34  Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards:Globi d’Oro 2015: Winner Best ActorINSFJ 2015: Winner Guglielmo Biraghi Award and Hamilton Award; Nominated BestOriginal Story, Best Actor and Best Sound Lavazza Italian Film Festival 2015: Lights,Drama, Action! La Biennale di Venezia 2014
Synopsis:Perez is an Italian neo-noir film that tells the story of a public defender that always getsthe cases of the forgotten, the losers and the criminals. His career has vanished togetherwith his marriage of which Tea, the daughter, is the only glowing reminder. Resignedand inert, dragging along in life, leaving it to others to choose for him, on a day like so many other, in Naples, he assists LucaBuglione, chief of the local “camorra” who has decided to cooperate with the Justice Department but only by his own rules.Determined to recover a batch of precious diamonds hidden in the belly of a bull, Buglione offers to make a trade with Perez.If the lawyer will help him recover the gems, he will find a way to frame Francesco Corvino, young rival racketeer who hasan affair with Tea. The love for his daughter will finally move Perez to action, changing forever his indolent character.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Perez
Perez

Director: Edoardo Maria FalconeCast: Alessandro Gassman, Marco Giallini, Laura Morante, Edoardo PesceScreenplay: Edoardo Maria Falcone, Marco MartaniDirector of Photography: Tommaso Borgstrom Producer: Mario Gianani, Lorenzo Mieli, Olivia SleiterEditor: Luciana PandolfelliMusic: Carlo VirziYear: 2015Duration: 1:25Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards:David di Donatello 2015: Winner Best New Director, Nominated Best ActorINSFJ 2015: Winner Silver Ribbon for Best New Director, Nominated Best Producer
Synopsis:Tommaso is a respected heart surgeon, although his relationship with the "heart" is limited to the operating room. A lifetime ago hemet his wife Carla, charming and "Passionaria", now faded as the ideals she believed in. Tommaso and Carla have two children; theeldest, Bianca, has no interests, no ideas, no passions. Andrea, instead, is a brilliant guy, studying medicine and ready to follow inthe footsteps of his father. Lately, however, Andrea seems to have changed, he is often locked in his room and spends his eveningsout without telling anyone where he goes. Doubt crawls between the family members, is Andrea gay? Anyone would be in crisis, butnot Tommaso, he hates all forms of discrimination, we are all equal and that’s that. When the day of "coming out" arrives Andreagathers his family and finally opens with "I met a person who changed my life and that person is Jesus and that is why I have decidedto become a priest!" For Tommaso, a staunch atheist, a priest son is a terrible blow. While pretending to give him full support hedecides to understand more and begins to follow him secretly. He arrives at Don Pietro, a priest truly "sui generis" in the hope ofunmasking anything that will help him change Andrea’s mind.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

Se Dio Vuole
God Willing

Showing: Friday, October 9th at 8:00 pm and Sunday, October 11th at 3:30 pm
Genre: Crime, Drama, Thriller

Showing: Thursday, October 8th at 7:30 pm and Sunday, October 11th at 5:30 pm
Genre: Comedy
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Director: Edoardo LeoCast: Edoardo Leo, Carlo Buccirosso, Luca Argentero, Claudio AmendolaScreenplay: Edoardo Leo, Marco BoniniDirector of Photography: Alessandro PesciProducer: Fulvio Lucisano, Federica Lucisano Editor: Patrizio MaroneMusic: Gianluca Misiti  Year: 2015 Duration: 1:55 Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards:David di Donatello 2015: Best Actor in a Supporting Role (Carlo Buccirosso), Youngs'David Globi d'Oro 2015: Best Comedy ICFF Italian Contemporary Film Festival 2015:Special screenings - People’s Choice AwardLavazza Italian Film Festival 2015: Commedia all'italiana
Synopsis:Diego is a car salesman that has totally lost the capacity to feel sorry for others, Claudiois the former manager of a deli that went belly up, Fausto is a television salesman chasedby creditors. They share the same dream to change their lives and an identical “Plan B”to do so: open a tourist destination eco-farm, their version of the little hole in the wall inthe tropics for forty years old with money. The three join forces with Sergio, an old hope-less communist still stuck in 1968, and Elisa, pregnant and totally freaked out to complete the purchase of the property. Butwhen the local mobster arrives with his car, a green vintage “Giulia Alfa Romeo”, and asks for protection money, the guys knockhim out and lock him in the basement, forcing the Mafioso to help the team by working in the farmhouse, shortly becoming theirbest business partner. Based on the novel "Giulia 1300 and other miracles" by Fabio Bartolomei, Edoardo Leo continues hiscareer as a director - writer (and interpreter) and an especially eloquent orator of our times of insecurity and disillusion. Anyperson that will one day try to remember these times will have to face his filmography both behind and in front of the camerato understand them.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

Noi e la Giulia
The Legendary Giulia and Other Miracles

Director: Alessia ScarsoCast: Marco Bocci, Barbara Tabita, Elena Radonicich, Lucia SardoScreenplay: Coralla Ciccolini, Isabella Aguilar Director of Photography: Daria D’AntonioProducer: Roberta Trovato Editor: Alessia Scarso Music: Marco CasconeYear: 2014 Duration: 1:40 Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards:ICFF Junior Italian Contemporary Film Festival 2015Lavazza Italian Film Festival 2015: Family SelectionPantalla Pinamar International Film Festival 2015Shanghai International Film Festival 2015: Focus ItalyKolkata International Film Festival 2014: International CompetitionTaormina Film Festival 2014: Special Programs
Synopsis:As suggested by our audience the Festival has programmed this film that is enterely family friendly based on a true story. ItaloBarocco vividly depicts the life-altering friendship between an extraordinary dog and a lonely child. One day, a good naturedstray dog by the name of Italo, wanders into the small Sicilian town of SCICLI. But Italo's arrival causes a terrible uproar in thevillage, everyone there is fiercely opposed to having stray dogs around. Everyone... except Meno, a precociously wise 10 year-old, who is as lonely and introverted as can be. Since his mother passed away Meno has shut everyone out, including hisworkaholic father. It will take all the unconditional love a special dog like Italo can give to force Meno out of his shell, leadinghim into a series of adventures that will teach him the difference between acting like a grown up and actually becoming one.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

ITALO BAROCCO
Italo Barocco

Showing: Friday, October 9th at 9:30 pm and Saturday, October 10th at 5:30 pm
Genre: Comedy

Showing: Saturday, October 10th at 3:30 pm
Genre: Comedy





Director: Marco PontecorvoCast: Luca Zingaretti, John Turturro, Carolina Crescentini, Pasquale PetroloScreenplay: Marco Pontecorvo, Roberto TiraboschiDirector of Photography: Vincenzo Carpineta Producer: Ute Leonhardt, Marco Valerio PuginiEditor: Alessio Doglione Year: 2015 Duration: 1:35 Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards:BIF&ST – Bari International Film Festival 2015: Panorama InternazionaleLos Angeles – Italia 2015: World Premiere
Synopsis:We are on the border between Romagna and Marche, in a cooperative that produces sofasand which is facing bankruptcy. The founders are two friends, Ermanno and Giacomo.Ermanno has a wife, Elena, and a son, Tito, 17, who lives immersed in the world of Japanesecomics. James was married to a German and lives alone with Gabriel, 18 year who lives forbaseball. One night Ermanno and Giacomo, digging a hole in the yard, make an astonishing discovery: oil comes from ground. Thisextraordinary event will blow contradictions and conflicts and will expose the worst side of our protagonists. As explained by theexpert engineer Lombelli, the road of the exploitation of the well is complicated and expensive and the cooperative, as well as thetwo friends and the whole country, it splits in two on what to do. After several confrontations, uncertainties and skepticism perse-verance is rewarded: a powerful jet of oil splashes into the sky. The stakes, however, are too large, the city administration wants toget in the action and large multinational company has proposed to buy everything and Giacomo wants to sell. 
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

TeMPO InSTAbILe COn PrObAbILI SChIArITe
Partly Cloudy with Sunny Spells

Director: Fernando MuracaCast: Valeria Solarino, Lorenza Indovina, Daniela Marra, Ninni BruschettaScreenplay: Monica Zapelli Director of Photography: Federico AnnicchiaricoProducer: Marianna De Liso Editor: Marcello Saurino  Year: 2015  Duration: 1:21Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards:Lavazza Italian Film Festival 2015: Lights, Drama, Action!Montréal World Film Festival 2015: Focus on World CinemaShanghai International Film Festival 2015: Focus Italy
Synopsis:Vittoria left the North on her own accord, to start a career as a magistrate with a mission inmind, to defeat ‘Ndrangheta. Assunta, on the contrary into the Ndrangheta is obliged to stay,even if they have killed her husband and now compel her to marry her own brother in law.Caterina is Assunta’s elder sister, she has control of the family business whilst her hus-band,Alfredo Raso, the boss, is at large. To comply with Alfredo’s and her sister’s wishes, isthe only possibility that Assunta has, to protect her two children, teenager Giuseppe -¬- who already acts as a boss in the making -¬- and little Franceschino in pre-¬-school. Alfredo appreciates Giuseppe’s qualities which, in time, will make a real boss of the boyand decides to finally initiate him into the ‘ndrangheta’. His first and foremost task, to be his son Pasquale’s bodyguard. Whileattempting to burn Vittoria’s car, Giuseppe succeeds in escaping, whilst Nando is caught and jailed. Nando is ready to help to getout of jail, but Assunta stops him. During a dramatic confrontation Vittoria, with a sudden intuition, informs Assunta that she willtake her children into custody and deny access to the parents. Same will applied to all mothers that send their children to certaindeath. This move brings the three women on a dramatic confrontation, a confrontation where the loser will have to renounce tothat that is most precious, their children.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

LA TerrA DeI SAnTI
Land of Saints

Showing: Saturday, October 10th at 8:00 pm   
Genre: Comedy

Showing: Saturday, October 10th at 9:30 pm and Monday, October 12th at 7:30 pm
Genre: Crime



Poltrona Frau Express: select products delivered in 10 days

Miami  3800 NE Miami Ct. Miami Design District, FL 33137    305 576 3636    poltronafraumiami.net

ARCHIBALD ARMCHAIR. DESIGNED BY J.M. MASSAUD.
SALA DEL THE, PALAZZO COLONNA, ROME.

Italian Masterpieces

poltronafrau.com



Director: Marco PolliniCast: Pino Ammendola, Alessandro Bressanello, Daniela FoaScreenplay: Marco Pollini, Pino Ammendola, Giovanni Dentici, Peppino CreaDirector of Photography: Roberto Mettifogo Producer: Marco Pollini Editor: Paolo FormisanoMusic: Franco Bignotto, Vinicio Bianchini, Federico Poggipollini  Year: 2015 Duration: 1:45Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards: Lavazza Italian Film Festival 2015: Lights, Drama, Action!Montréal World Film Festival 2015: Focus on World CinemaShanghai International Film Festival 2015: Focus Italy
Synopsis:Irina, Carmen and Lola are three young immigrant girls that arrived in Italy with dreams ofbuild a better future for themselves. Irina is Russian and she had ended up being the dish-washer for her former Italian boyfriend; Carmen is from the Far East and works as the care-giver of an old man whose wife can not stand her presence; Lola is from South America andshe dances at the private parties of wealthy and lustful men. When they are presented with the opportunity to work as caregiversin a nursing home for the elderly all three, fleeing their emergency situations, gladly accept. They, however, do not know that theresidents of the home have totally misinterpreted their arrival, identifying them as adventurers ready to steal their pensions andeven willing to kill them to get the money. From that moment the three caregivers become the target of the elderly men and mustfind ways to change their minds at the same time dealing with saving the retirement home from the nefarious projects of its greedydirector.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

Le bADAnTI
The Caretakers

Director: Paolo GenoveseCast: Raoul Bova, Liz Solari, Nino Frassica, Sabrina ImpacciatoreScreenplay: Paolo Genovese, Pietro Calseroni, Gualtiero RossellaDirector of Photography: Fabrizio Lucci Producer: Pepito Produzioni, Rai CinemaEditor: Consuelo Catucci Music: Maurizio Filardo Year: 2015  Duration: 1:30  Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards:David di Donatello 2015: Nominated for Best SongICFF Italian Contemporary Film Festival 2015: Special ScreeningLos Angeles – Italia 2015NICE New Italian Cinema Events Festival 2015
Synopsis:Guia is 30 years old, she works in a prestigious international fashion magazine, she drives aconvertible, travels by private jet and lives between Milan and Paris. She has everything, or atleast she thought she had it all, until she finds herself in a remote village in Apulia where shebumps into Renzo, a handsome local farmer. She understands that the only thing that is missing is love, the real one. And when hap-piness is a step away from her, she does not know how to get there. It is a romantic comedy suspended between town and countrythat recounts the meeting of two different worlds. On the one hand the chaos of the city where our protagonist moves with ease.The other, a small town in Puglia, upset by the arrival of the beautiful journalist, where we will find a carousel of hilarious and orig-inal characters: the bartender avant-garde and the traditionalist; Pino, the autistic cousin aspiring priest; Mara, the banking dream-er and Anita, mysterious veterinary; Oderzo, the farmer who emigrated to the north; the realtor that is also the butcher, the cowCelestina and many others.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

SeI MAI STATO SuLLA LunA?
Sei mai stato sulla Luna?

Showing: Sunday, October 11th at 7:30 pm
Genre: Comedy

Showing: Sunday, October 11th at 9:30 pm  
Genre: romantic Comedy
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Director: Antonio ManziniCast: Libero De Rienzo, Pietro Sermonti, Margherita VicarioScreenplay: Antonio ManziniDirector of Photography: Antonello EmidiProducer: Flavia ParnasiEditor: Marco SpoletiniMusic: Stefano Ratchev, Mattia CarratelloYear: 2015Duration: 1:37Format: Digital.
Synopsis:Christian has only one way out of trouble, he needs to go find a jaguar in Puglia, preferably with-out being torn to pieces. This is what can happen to those who rely entirely on the famous strokeof luck, as the only possible turning point in life. This is what happens to Christian, who will haveto deal with the drug lords of the neighborhood, Silvanello and Sergione, rely on the drug guruJohn Benzadrina and his expertise in drug smuggling, convince his friend Palletta to follow him in the search for the jaguar, face theromantic advances of the obese lady from the circus and the most difficult thing of all: to say, at least once, the truth to his girlfriendTeresa. And uncle Gaetano? One thing is certain, he is dead, but we do not know why or how and, above all else, Christian does evenknow who the hell is Uncle Gaetano!
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

ZIO GAeTAnO e MOrTO
Dead Uncle

Director: Giulio ManfredoniaCast: Stefano Accorsi, Sergio Rubbini, Rosaria Russo  Screenplay: Fabio Bonifacci, Giulio ManfredoniaDirector of Photography: Marcello Montarsi Producer: Lionello Cerri Editor: Cecilia ZanusoMusic: Mauro Pagani Year: 2014 Duration: 1:40 Format: Digital.
Festival and Awards: Cleveland International Film Festival 2015: World Tour, Festival du CinemaItalien de Bastia 2015: En competition, Festival international du film d’Amour de Mons 2015ICFF Italian Contemporary Film Festival 2015, International Film Festival of Guadalajara 2015: GalasLavazza Italian Film Festival 2015: Commedia all’italiana , Santa Barbara International Film Festival2015: Screen Cousine Tokyo Italian Film Festival 2015 Madrid Italian film Festival 2014Rencontres du cinema Italien a Toulouse 2014: En Competition Rencountres du cinema Italien Grenoble2014 Villeroupt Italien Film Festival 2014
Synopsis:La nostra Terra is the story of a strange mafia, made planting tomatoes. It's something that comes beforethe Mafia, the anti-mafia and all the rest: It’s the story of the land, the one that is hosting us, that nour-ishes us and ultimately buries us. Nicola Sansone owns a farm subtracted in the seventies to theBonavita family, who on this farm have continued to live as laborers. The day of his arrest, Nichola turnsto Cosimo Bonavita, who like him, grew up on this fields and worked together as a child - and says: "I commend to you the land, no one has to gettheir hands on it". Cosimo become the faithful guardian of the estate that was his family, and goes on to work on it illegally even after the land isconfiscated by the state and assigned to a cooperative. But the cooperative, due to bureaucracy and small boycotts, fails to start the business. Forthis reason the association members to write to an expert in property confiscated from the mafia. To their aid arrives Filippo, a man that for yearshas worked on mafia issues from a desk, and is totally unprepared to deal with the issue "in the field". There are many obstacles and fears thatmust be overcome by Filippo, but something stops him from dropping everything, maybe it’s a sense of duty, the strange dynamics of this coop-erative of unusual, or maybe it is Rossana, the beautiful and determined girl who kicked off the whole initiative. As soon as things start improving,the boss Nicola Sansone is granted house arrest. The situation degenerates; following a series of sabotage and twists: Will the mafia manage to triumph?
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

LA nOSTrA TerrA
Mafia and Tomatoes

Showing: Monday, October 12th at 9:15 pm
Genre: Action Comedy

Showing: Tuesday, October 13th at 7:00 pm
Genre: Comedy
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What may seem like a cumbersome and artificial premise isrevealed instead as the beginning of a great contemporary come-dy that, without copying anyone, find its way, its rhythm, its iden-tity, never replacing the comic narrative subtlety for a superficialcharacterization in the construction of complex characters. Thepace is fast and the twists and turns smart and abrupt, as happensin reality, without pretending that the characters are too stupidto understand what they are doing.The story becomes more and more original, the witty dialogue isrealistic and at times poetic, and the characters have many differ-ent facets (including the "pusillanimous" Gianni, well played byEdoardo Pesce, and the "silly goose" Bianca showing once againthe great comic talent of Ilaria Spada). But it is the central duet between Marco Giallini in the role ofTommaso and Alessandro Gassman in the role of Don Pietro tomake “God Willing”irresistible. Giallini actas the main anchor tothe story with his abil-ity to remain crediblethrough the transfor-mation of his character. Gassman finally engages in a char-acter other than the rich and arrogant blowhard, whereItalian cinema has relegated him recently (see “Our Boys”and “The Name of his Son”). Even the product placementsare discreet and relevant, and instead of the omnipresentvoice-over and the usual blasted American music to tellthe story are the events and the characters.The additional strength of “God Willing” is the ability to measure itself with lightness and depth withthe theme of the divine (and the church as the institution "most obscurantist in history", and the needfor an active priesthood who can get out with everyday people). Never preaching and without evenever taking a position for or against God or the Church, the film is about the need for each of us to aimfor something higher than what the daily reality offers us, it says what is lacking in each of us withouteven realizing it, and how everyone tries to fill that void without realizing that the best way to do thisis to learn to look beyond the tip of our noses.The debut film from writer Edoardo Falcone, helped in the writing by a Marco Martani finally tired ofsimple farces; let us leave the screening finally reconciled with the Italian comedy of today, and hope-ful for a new course in the writing of future comedies, without intellectual snobbery and withoutaffectations, that can speak to the entire audience.

Se Dio Vuole  ( God Willing )
Film review by mymovies.it
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Come experience
a modern interpretation 

on Italian cuisine
in our new home

Now open in South of Fifth

101 Washington Avenue | Miami Beach, FL 33139 | T. 305-532-4834
www.TiramesU.com

Be sure to follow us
for updates on:

TiramesuSOFI
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